CONSISTENT QUALITY. WORLDWIDE.

Wherever you are, we make sure you are supplied with the high-quality HDK® you need. In order to achieve this goal, we are constantly improving our global supply chain and logistics. HDK® products from all our production sites are tested regularly to certify that they meet our global standards.

HDK® is a registered trademark of Wacker Chemie AG.
WACKER produces HDK® at Burg-hausen and Nünchritz in Germany as well as at Zhangjiagang in China. HDK® production at our site in Charleston (Tennessee, USA) is scheduled to begin in 2019. This will ensure a steady supply of pyrogenic silica to our customers worldwide.

WACKER uses the same processes and technology in all of our production plants in order to provide consistent and extremely high-quality HDK® on a global scale. There is one uniform global set of quality and packaging requirements per HDK® grade, and every HDK® product is continually monitored and tested. Our customers can be certain that their HDK® meets WACKER’s rigorous standards for product quality and packaging.

Your Advantages:
- Certified German quality standards worldwide
- Timely supply of HDK® on a global level
- A consistent product from every site
- All production sites ISO certified

Consistency Means Satisfied Customers

"The qualification process with WACKER was very smooth. They provided us with all the data required for qualification in a timely manner. After comparing HDK® from different production sites, we could fully confirm the data and that the products are identical."

"Our customers require us to maintain multiple supply alternatives for all critical raw materials and additives. Usually, that requires elaborate qualification processes, depending on the raw material source used. But HDK® is a 100% interchangeable ‘drop-in’ solution, no matter where it was produced."

"Our WACKER contacts always support us, and we are always served by the same familiar contact persons, no matter where the HDK® is made. Also, they’re really competent and quick to help, whenever we need advice on global regulations or REACH-related topics."

For more information and technical data sheets, visit www.wacker.com/hdk
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